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SURGERY ON A CURVE IN A SOLID TORUS
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ABSTRACT.   We consider the following surgery question:   If a regular

neighborhood of a polyhedral knot in a solid torus is removed and then sewn

back differently, what manifold results?  We consider two classes of knots,

torus knots and what we call doubly twisted knots.  We obtain some related
3

results on surgery on knots in   S .

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider surgery on a simple closed curve

in a solid torus. That is, we consider the following question:  If a regular neigh-

borhood of a knot in a solid torus is removed and then sewn back differently,

what manifold results? In particular, when is the manifold a solid torus?

A similar kind of surgery, surgery on knots in the  3-sphere, has been

extensively studied.  For a discussion of the history and importance of this prob-

lem, and for other references, see [7], [2], or [8].  Here we consider surgery on

two kinds of knots, torus knots and what we call "doubly twisted knots." We

also obtain some related results concerning surgery on knots in the  3-sphere.

2. Definitions and other preliminaries.  In this paper, all manifolds, em-

beddings, regular neighborhoods, etc., will be piecewise linear. A solid torus is a

3-manifold-with-boundary homeomorphic to the product S1 x D2  of a circle

and a disk. A torus is a 2-manifold-without-boundary homeomorphic to the

boundary of a solid torus. A homotopy 3-cell is a compact simply connected

3-manifold whose boundary is a 2-sphere. A fake cube is a homotopy 3-cell

which is not a 3-cell.  A homotopy solid torus is an orientable 3-manifold-with-

boundary homeomorphic to a homotopy 3-cell with a pair of disks on its bound-

ary identified. Note that the boundary of a homotopy solid torus is a torus and

that if the homotopy 3-cell is a real 3-cell then the homotopy solid torus is a

real solid torus. If J is a homotopy solid torus, a meridian of T is a simple

closed curve on Bd T that bounds a disk in  T but is not null-homologous in

Bd T. A longitude of T is a simple closed curve on  Bd T which is transverse

to a meridian. A core of a solid torus J is a simple closed curve h(S* x {a})

where A is a homeomorphism of S1 x D2  onto T and a G Int D2.
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Let  T be an unknotted solid torus in S3.  Let (M, L) be a meridian-

longitude pair for  T such that L  bounds a disk in S3 - Int T.   Suppose also

K is a polyhedral simple closed curve in Int T, T'  is a regular neighborhood of

K in Int T and (c, g) is a meridian-longitude pair for  T'.  If r and s  are

relatively prime nonzero integers, we shall let  7' (K: r, s) denote the orientable

3-manifold-with-boundary obtained from  T by  (r, s)-surgery on  T'. That is,

Tg(K: r, s) is obtained from  T by removing Int T'  and then sewing a solid

torus  T"  to  T - Int T'  by a homeomorphism of Bd T"  onto  Bd T  which

takes a meridian of r"  to a curve on  Bd T'  homologous to re + sg.  If g is

homologous in  T - Int T'  to a multiple of ¿  then we abbreviate  Tg(K: r, s)

to  T(K: r, s). Note that, for a particular knot K in Int T, the family of 3-

manifolds

{Tg(K: r, s): (r, s) = 1}

is the same no matter what longitude g is used.  For, if g and g  are longitudes

transverse to the meridian c, then g ~ kc + g' (~  means homologous with

integer coefficients) for some integer k. Hence, re + sg ~ (r + sk)c + sg'  so

that  Tg(K: r, s) is topologically equivalent to  Tg-(K: r + sk, s). We shall use

G(K: r, s) to denote the group ti^TXK: r, s)).  By van Kampen's theorem,

G(K:r, i) s rr.iT-*)/,//

where the right side denotes tt,(T- K) modulo the smallest normal subgroup

containing crgs.

Suppose Ä' is a knot in S3, (c, g) is a meridian-longitude pair for K and

(r, s) is a pair of relatively prime integers. We shall let Mg(K: r, s) denote the

manifold obtained by removing a regular neighborhood of K from S3  and sew-

ing in a solid torus whose meridian is sewn to a simple closed curve homologous

to re + sg.   If g ~ 0 in S3 - K then we write M3(K: r, s) instead of

M3(K: r, s). We say K has property P if and only if n^M3^: r, s)) is trivial

only in the case  (r, s) = (±1, 0).  It is known that a nontrivial knot K has prop-

erty P if and only if no counterexample to the Poincaré conjecture can be obtained

by surgery on K and the complement of K in S3  is unique among knot

complements.  See [2] or [8].

In [2], Bing and Martin considered surgery on certain knots in solid tori

and we include their result for completeness.

Theorem 1. If K is a knot in the solid torus T such that K is not a

core of T and T has as meridional disk which intersects K exactly once, then

the surgery manifold T(K: r, s) is not a homotopy solid torus except in the

trivial case (r, s) = (±1, 0).
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We conclude this section with a lemma that characterizes homotopy solid

tori algebraically. Before stating our lemma, we note the following fact: If m

and n are relatively prime, then the group G = {a,b: ab = ba, ambn = 1} is

infinite cyclic. To show this, let {c} be the free group on one generator and

define homomorphisms /: {c} —» G and g: G—*■ {c} by g(aibi) = cni~m'

and J\c) = a^b~a where am + ßn = 1. Then fg and gf are both the identity

mappings.

Lemma 1. Suppose T is an orientable 3-manifold such that Bd T is a

torus and tt1 (T) is infinite cyclic.   Then  T is a homotopy solid torus.

Proof.  By the loop theorem, there is a simple closed curve K on Bd T

such that K is homotopically nontrivial in Bd T and such that K bounds a

disk D whose interior lies in Int T.   Let JV,   be a regular neighborhood (in  T)

of D such that Nx n Bd T is an annulus.  Let C, = CUT-N¡). Then  Bd Cx

isa 2-sphere.  Let N2  be a regular neighborhood (in Cx) of Bd Ct.  Let  C =

Cl(Cj - N2). Then Bd C is a 2-sphere and we wish to show C is simply con-

nected.  Now  T=CU(NlUN2), Cn(NlUN2) = Bd C = Bd(W, U A^),

and A', UJV2  is a regular neighborhood of D U Bd T.   Also,  nl(BdT) =

{a, b: ab = ba}; therefore,

7r,(Z) U Bd T) = [a, b: ab - fca, a™6" = 1}

where K represents the element cFb"  of îTj(Bd T).  Since K is a simple

closed curve, m and «  are relatively prime; hence  ■nx(NlU N2) = it^DUBdT)

is infinite cyclic.  But (Nt UN2)C\ C is simply connected; therefore  7t,(70 =

irl(Nl UN2) * 7T,(C0,  that is, the free product.  But  7^(7) and  nl(NlUN2)

are both infinite cyclic; hence  nx(C) must be trivial.  Therefore, C is a homo-

topy 3-cell and  T is a homotopy solid torus.

3. Surgery on a torus knot in a solid torus.  In this section we begin con-

sideration of surgery on curves in solid tori.  Our first case is that of a nicely em-

bedded nontrivial torus knot. Throughout the rest of this paper,  T will refer to

the standard unknotted solid torus in S3.  In this section, K(p, q) will refer to

a (p, q) torus knot nicely embedded in  T. That is, we assume there is a poly-

hedral annulus A  in  T such that one boundary component of A  is K(p, q)

and the other boundary component is a simple closed curve Kx   on  Bd T which

is homologous to pM + qL, where M is a meridian of T and L  is a longitude

of T which is null-homologous in S3 - Int T.  We may assume that q > 0.  By

nontriviality, we mean that K is not a core of T, hence q¥=l.  In the next

theorem we will use the following construction:   Let  T'  be a regular neighbor-

hood of K in  Int T. We will assume that  T'  is constructed carefully enough
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so that Ax = A n (7*- Int T') is an annulus, one of whose boundary compon-

ents is K!   and whose other boundary component is A x C\ T = A x O Bd T' =

A n Bd T'. We shall also assume there is a regular neighborhood R of Ax   in

T- Int 7"  such that ^ n Bd R = Bd Av R n Bd 7 = Bd Ä n Bd T is an

annulus with £j   as a centerline, and R fï 7** = Bd /î n Bd T  is an annulus

with A j n T' as a centerline. In the following theorem we will use the longitude

d of 7* where d is a boundary component of the annulus R nf. Note that

J~vl1nr'  on Bd 7'  and d~Kx   in  7- Int T'. It should also be noted

that d is, in general, not homologous (in  T- Int 7')  to any multiple of L

so that  7(J(£': r, s) ¥= T(K: r, s). We shall assume, unless stated otherwise, that

the surgery is nontrivial, that is, (r, s) ¥= (±1, 0).

Theorem 2. // K is a (p, q) torus knot, q > 1, embedded in  T as

described above, then Td(K: r, s) is a union of two solid tori Tx and T2 such

that Tx D T2  is an annulus B on the boundary of each and B circles Bd Tx

q times longitudinally and circles Bd T2  r times longitudinally.

Proof.   First we recall that  Td(K: r, s) = (T - Int 7') U T"  where  T" C\

(7- Int 7') = Bd 7" n Bd(7- Int 7') = Bd T'  and a meridian of T" is sewn

to a curve homologous to re + sd.   (c is a meridian of 7'.)   Let  7, =

Cl[7- (R U T')] and  T2 = R U T".   Tx   is a solid torus since RUT'  is a

regular neighborhood of the curve Kx   on Bd 7!  Next we show 72  is a solid

torus.  Let Bx = R C\ T". Bx   is an annulus with AXC\T"  as a centerline.

Now Bx   circles  Bd R  exactly once longitudinally so R  is a regular neighbor-

hood of the simple closed curve Ax O T". Therefore  72  is 7"  plus a regular

neighborhood of a curve on  Bd 7".  Hence  T2  is homeomorphic to  7".

It remains to show that the intersection of Tx   and  T2  is correct.  Let

B = TXC\ T2. Now fi = [ÄUf]n Cl[7- (/? U 7')] = Cl[Bd(Ä U 7') - Bd 7]

which is an annulus since  Bd 7 n Bd(R U T') = Bd T n Bd /?  is an annulus.

Now <i is a centerline of £ and / circles  7 ? times longitudinally. Therefore

d (and hence 5) circles  Tx   q times longitudinally, since  7,   is a strong defor-

mation retract of T. Also, there is a homeomorphism of T2 = T" U R  onto

T"  which is the identity on Cl[Bd 7" - R]   and which takes Cl[Bd R - T"]

onto R n 7".  Since d is a centerline of B and the homeomorphism is the

identity on d, it suffices to find the number of times d circles  7" longitudin-

ally. To do this, it suffices to find the (algebraic) intersection number of d and

a meridian of 7".  Since a meridian of 7"  is homologous to re + sd, that

intersection number is r.  Hence c? circles  7" r times longitudinally and so B

circles  72  /■ times longitudinally. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.

As previously mentioned, d~ Kx~ pM + qL  in  T - Int 7'. Also,
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M ~ qc.  Therefore (- pq)c + d-qL.   Hence, if g denotes a longitude of 7'

which is homologous in  7 - Int 7'  to a multiple of L, g ~ (- pq)c + d or

d ~ pqc + g.  Therefore, re + sd ~ re + spqc + sg.   Hence  Td(K: r, s) =

TiK:r + spq, s) and  1\K: r, s) = Td(K: r -s'pq, s').

Corollary 1.  If K = K(p, q) then

(i) irx(Td(K: r, s)) = {w, e: w* = eq} and

(ii) G(K: r, s) = {w, e: wr~spq = eq}.

This corollary follows directly from Theorem 2 by an application of van

Kampen's theorem.

Corollary 2.   Td(K: r, s) is a homotopy solid torus if and only if

r = ±1.  T(K: r, s) is a homotopy solid torus if and only if r- spq = ±1.

Proof.  This corollary follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that

irx(Td(K: r, s)) is infinite cyclic if r = ±1   and is nonabelian if \r\ > 1.

Corollary 3.   If Td(K: r, s) or T(K: r, s) is a homotopy solid torus

then it is a real torus.

Proof.  If Td(K: r, s) is a homotopy solid torus then r = ±l. Thus

Td(K: r, s) = Tx U T2  where  7, n 72  is an annulus which circles Bd 72

exactly once longitudinally. Hence  72  is a regular neighborhood of Tx n 72,

so  7, U 72  is homeomorphic to  71.

Corollary 4.  // p is congruent to r (mod q) and n is congruent to

q (mod r) where m and n are integers such that mr + ns = 1, then

Td(K: r, s) is homeomorphic to a cube with an (r, q) torus knotted hole and

1\K: r, s) is homeomorphic to a cube with an (r - spq, q) knotted hole.

A cube with an  (r, q) torus knotted hole is C\[S3 - N(r, q)]   where

N(r, q) is a regular neighborhood of an (r, q) torus knot.  Since the knot lies

on the boundary of an unknotted solid torus, the cube with a hole may be written

as  7* U T* where B* = T* n T\ = Bd T\ n Bd T% is an annulus which circles

Bd Tf q times longitudinally and r times meridionally and which circles Bd 7*

r times longitudinally and q  times meridionally.

Proof of Corollary 4.   By Theorem 2, Td(K: r, s) = 7, U 72  where

7, H 72  is the annulus B with d as a centerline and B circles  Bd Tx   q

times longitudinally and circles  Bd 72  r times longitudinally.  Since  7,   is a

solid torus contained in  7 and a centerline of Tx   is also a centerline of 7,

there is a meridian-longitude pair (Mx, Lx) for  7,   suchthat d~pMx + qLx.

Next we wish to find a meridian-longitude pair for  72.  Let c2  be a
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meridian of the solid torus  T' U R which bounds a disk b2  in  7' U R  such

that b2 O Bd T  is the meridian c of T. Also, d is a longitude of T U R.

Let M" be a simple closed curve on  Bd 7"  homologous to re + sd.  By con-

struction, M"  is a meridian of 7"; hence a simple closed curve M2   on  Bd 72

which is homologous to rc2 + sd is a meridian of 72.

Now there are integers m and « such that mr + ns = 1. We claim a

simple closed curve L2  on  Bd 72  such that L2 —nc2 + md is a longitude

for  72.  First d ~ nM2 + rL2  and c2 ~ mM2- sL2, so Af2   and ¿2  gener-

ate //"jfBd 72).  Hence it suffices to show that the algebraic intersection number

of Mj   and Lx   is 1.  Let #(JX,J2) stand for the algebraic intersection number

of two oriented curves Jx  and J2  on a torus. Then, since M2 ~ rc2 + sd,

#((2, M2) = r and  #(c2, M2) = -s (with appropriate orientations).  Hence

4r(L2, M2) = #(- nc + md, M2) = -n(- s) + mr = 1.

Now we construct a homeomorphism which takes  Td(K: r, s) onto  T\* U

T\. By hypothesis, there is an integer nx   suchthat r = p + nxq.   Let L\   be

a simple closed curve on Bd Tx   such that L\ ~ nxMx + Lx. Then  L\   is a

longitude of Tx   and J ~ rMj + qL\. Therefore, since d is a centerline of B,

there is a homeomorphism fx   of 7,   onto  T\ suchthat (fx(Mx),fx(L\)) is

a meridian-longitude pair for  T\  and fx(B) = B*. Similarly, there is an integer

n2  such that w = q + n2r. Let ¿2 = n2Mx + L2. Then d ~ i?Af1 + rZ/2.

Therefore, there is a homeomorphism f2   of 72   onto  T^  such that  (f2(M2),

f2(L'2)) is a meridian-longitude pair for  T\  and f2   agrees with /j   on B.

This concludes the proof of Corollary 4.

Lemma 2(a). If r-spq = I  (and hence T(K(p, q): r, s) is a solid torus)

then

G(K(p, q): r, s) = {b, x: bx = xb, xrbsq2 = 1},

where b is the element of ttx(T(K: r, s)) generated by the longitude L and x

is the element generated by the meridian M. In addition, a simple closed curve

homologous to rM + sq2L is a meridian of T(K: r, s). If r- spq = -1   then

the conclusion is the same with s replaced by - s.

Proof.  Our first task is to construct a presentation for irx(T- K(p, q))

in terms of b, x  and y where y is the element of the fundamental group gen-

erated by a core of 7.   Since K is nicely embedded in  7, there is a solid torus

7*  in Int 7 such that K lies on  Bd 7*  and such that a core of 7*  is also

a core of 7.

Let S = Cl(7 - 7*). Then S is homeomorphic to the product of a torus

and an interval.  Let  T  be the regular neighborhood of K as described at the
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beginning of this section. We shall assume that  7' n 7*, f n S and 7* n Bd 7*

are regular neighborhoods of £ in  7*, S and  Bd 7*  respectively.  We will

find generators and relations for  nx(T-K) = nx(Cl(T- 7')) from nx(Q(T*- T1))

and  nx(Cl(R - 7'))  using van Kampen's theorem.

Now Cl(7* - 7') is a solid torus.  Let y be the element of it, (CI(7* - 7'))

generated by a core of 7*  which misses  7'. Then  irx(Cl(T* - 7'))  is a free

group with generator y.   Also,  irx(Cl(R - T')) = [x, b: bx = xb}. Now

Cl(R - 7') O Cl(T* - T') = Cl(Bd 7* - 7')

is an annulus which circles  T* p times meridionally and q  times longitudinally.

Let z be a generator of 7r,(Cl(Bd 7* - 7')).  In  nx(Cl(T* - 7')), z = yq  and

in nx(Cl(R - T')), z = bqxp.  Therefore, by van Kampen's theorem,

nx(T-K(p, q)) at ttx(C\(T- 7')) = {b, x, y: bx = xb, yq = bqxp}.

Our next task is to find a meridian-longitude pair for K(p, q) in terms of

x, y and b.   Our method is to use the overcrossing-undercrossing presentation of

7 - K(p, q) in essentially the same way as J. Hempel did in [6].  Instead of using

77,(7- K(p, q)) directly, we will use the link group ti^CS3 - (M* U K(p, q)))

where M* is a curve in S3 - 7 which is parallel to M.

Now, since p  and q  are relatively prime, there are integers a  and ß

such that op + ßq = 1   and ß > 0.  Then  ttx(S3 - (M* U K(p, q))) has gener-

ators a,, ■ • • , ap+q   (see Figure 1) and the following relations:

Figure 1
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(1) for  Kk<p,ak---ak+q_x=ak+x---ak+q, and

(2) if k>p and k = np + / with 0</<p  then ak=bnajb~n

where we define a0 = a .

Since j  is represented by a core of 7*, j> » «1 • • • apb and, since x is

represented by a curve parallel to M, x = a1 • • • aq. Now the relations in (2)

imply

(3) if  Kk<p and np + k<p+q  then anp+1 • • • a„p+k =

b"ax ■ • • akb~". Define xk = ak • ■ • ak+q_x   for   1 < k <p + 1.  Then the

relations in (1) are xx = x2 = • ■ ■ = x +x. We wish to write each xk  in terms

of ax, • • • , ap  and 6.   From this point, we proceed in two cases.

Case 1. p < q.   Let q = jp + Ô  where  0 < Ô < p.   Using the relations in

(3),

x = xx=ax---aq

-01 ' * " «pXtfp+l • ■ • «2p) - • * («(/- 1)P+1 " ' ' fl/pXfl/P+l ' ' ' a/p + fi)

= (a, ■ • • apXto, • • • apb~l) ■ ■ ■ (¿¿"'a, • • • a^1"'^, ■ ■ • aBb~l)

i= (ax ■ ■ ■ apbi(ax ■ ■ ■ a6)b'

Similarly,

X2=a2'"aq+l

= (a2 - ' " flpXflp+i • • • a2p) ■ ■ • (aa_x)p+x ■ ■ ■ a/pXtf/p+i ' ' " ß/p+6 + i)

= (a2 • • • apb)(ax •■■ apby~l(ax ■ ■ ■ a6 + 1)ft-/.

In general, for  1 < k < p,

** = («*••• ^X«! • • • apby-\ax ■ ■ ■ a6 + k_x)b~J

if S + k - 1 < p, or

(4)       ** = (**••• «p*X*i • • • y>yO*i * • • ßß+fc-i-p)6-7"1

if 6 +Ä-1 >p;

^p+i = H^i • • • apbY(ax • ■ ■ a6_x)b-i-1.

Now we are ready to find ax, a meridian of K(p, q), in terms of x, y and b.

We write xe = zxz2 • • • Zß where each z,- = a, • • • aq and we make a replace-

ment for each z¡ to find a new representation for ;r.  Replace Zj   by

vx=xx=(ax--- apbY(ax • • • a6)ô-/.

Replace z2 by u2 = xs + j where x6 + x is written as in (4). Note that the

last "a" letter in i>, is a6 and the first "a" letter in xs + x is as + x. In

general,
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(a) if z{ is replaced by

Vi = xk=ak--- apb(ax • • ■ apby-\ax ■ ■ • a^^^

then zI+1   is replaced by xs+k,

(b) if z{ is replaced by

vi = ak ■ • ■ aPb(ai " " ' «,*/(«. ' * • as + k-i-p)0"'"1

then z/+1   is replaced by vi+x = xs + k_p, and

(c) if zt is replaced by

v, = b(ax • ■ ■ apby'(ax ■ ■ ■ a6_x)b-i-1

then zi+ j   is replaced by  vi+ x = xs, where each of the xfs is written as in

(4). Note that the  v¡ terms are chosen so that the  "a"  terms "match up," that

is, if the last "a" letter in v¡ is a¡ then the first  "a" letter in vi+ x   is al+ x.

A general formula is v¡ = x^í_x-)q^+x   where, for m  an integer,   [m]   is de-

fined as follows:

[m] = n   if m = op + a, 0 < p. < p,

[m] = p   if m = op.

Let us examine the product vxv2 • • • Vß. If all the  ô's were deleted it would

be

(ax • • • apXax • • ■ ap) • • • (a, • • • a^

with the group (at • • • ap) appearing (- a) times. The last letter is ax since

the product x? = (ax • • • aq~f contains ßq "a" letters which we have divided

into (- a) groups of p plus one. Now let us consider where the various b

terms lie in vx • • ■ vß. First, there is a & (with no exponent) after each ap.

Also, there are the b~' and b~'~1 terms. Now b and x commute, v¡ = x

in 77,(7- K(p, q)), and the terms b~' and b~'~l appear at the end of each

v¡. Hence, all terms of this form may be commuted to the right-hand end of the

product. Hence,

xß = vxv2 • • • vß = (a, • • • apbfa^

where b^  is the product of all the terms of the form b~'  or b~'~l.

Next we show ju = ^a. Now x"  is homologous in  7 - K(p, q) to a^xq =

a\-ap. But if we look at x0 = (ax ■ ■ ■ apb)~aaxb^  as a word in HX(T-K(p, q))

we get x0 =a~xap+xb~0L+>1; hence -a + y. = 0. Therefore,

x<3 = (ax---apb)-aalba=y-°a1ba.
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Hence, aI = yax0b~a. Therefore, in case p<q, a meridian of K(p, q) is

yaxßb-a.

Case 2. p>q.   As in Case 1, we write each xk  in terms of ax, • ■ ■ , ap,

and b:

xk=ak'ak+q-i        if k + q-Kp,

(5) xk=ak--apbax-ak+q^x_pb-1    if p <k + q - \<p + q;

xP+i =bax-   aqb-1.

As in Case 1, we write x0 = z1 ■ • • Zß where each z¡ = ax ■ • • aq. Again we

replace each z¡  in this product. zx   is replaced by  vx = xx = a, ■ • ■ a .  In

general,

(a) if z¡ is replaced by  v¿ = xk = ak   ■ ■ ak+q_x   with fc + q - 1 <p

then zi+x   is replaced by  vi+x=xk+  , written as in (5),

(b) if z¡ is replaced by  u, = ak ■ ■ ■ apbax ■ ■ ■ ak+     x_ b~*   then

z,+ 1   is replaced by  vi+x = xk+q_p, and

(c) if zt is replaced by  v¡ =xp+x = bax ■ ■ ■ aqb~l   then zi+x   is re-

placed by  vi+x =xq + x.

Then x0 = vxv2 ■ • ■ Vß  and if all the  ô's were removed, the product

would be (ax ■ • ■ ap)~aax. Now there is a b  after every ap  and there is a

ft-1   at the end of each u,-.  As in Case 1, the  b~l   terms may be commuted to

the right-hand end of the product and we have

x0 = (ax    ■apb)-aaxba=y-aaxba.

Hence, in either case, a meridian of K(p, q)  is c = ax = yax0b~a.  Now

xpbq=yq  is a longitude of K(p, q) and yq~apqbq  in  T - K(p, q).  Let

g = c~pqyq. Then g ~ bq, so g is homologous, in  T - K(p, q), to a multiple

of ¿.

Now G(K: r, s) is obtained from  -nX(T- K(p, q)) by adding the relation

cV = 1. that is, cr(c~pqyqY = 1. Now c is a meridian of A' and yq  is a

longitude; hence they commute in  ttx(T- K(p, q)). Therefore, the added relation

is cr-spqysq = 1  or (yax0b-a)r-spqyqs = 1.  In this lemma we are assuming

r - spq ■= 1; hence  G(K: r, s) has the following presentation:

(6) {b, x,y:bx = xb, yq = bqxp, yax0b-ayqs = 1}.

Our next step is to eliminate y  from this presentation.

The last relation is ya = y~qsbax~0  or

ya = (yq)-sbax~0 - (bqxpYsbax-0 = ba-spX-sp-0.
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Hence, y=yap+0q = (yaf(yqf = (ba-'qX-sp-0Y(bqxpf = bx-spqx~sp2.

Substituting for y in the second relation in (6), we obtain

(bi~lipqx-sp2)q = bqxp    or   b-'pq2 - xp(1+5p<?) = xpr.

Substituting for y in ya = ba~sqx~sp~0, which is the same as the last relation

in (4), we obtain (b1-spqxsp2)a = ba~spx~sp-0, which reduces to

xß+sp(l-ap) _ £j<j(c<p-l)      or

x0+0spq = b~0sq2,   or

x0r = b~0sq2.

Hence  G(A: r, s) is isomorphic to

(7) [b, x: bx = xb, xpr = b~ipq2, x0r = b'0sq2}.

The last two relations imply

xr _ (xPiyfxßryi = b-aspq2-ßsq3  _ b-sq2(ap + ßq) _ fr-sq2

_     2
But the relation xr = b sq    implies the last two relations in (5).  Hence the

group in (5) is isomorphic to   {b, x: bx = xb, xrbsq   =1}.

Now if C is a simple closed curve on  Bd 7 which is homologous (on

Bd 7) to rM + sq2L  then C is homotopically nontrivial on Bd 7 but the
2

element of G(K: r, s) generated by C is xrbsq . Hence  C is null-homotopic

in  T(K: r, s) so C is a meridian of 7Î(A: r, s).

Lemma 2(b). If r= I  then

Gd(K(p, q): r, s) = {b, x: bx = xb, xr+spqbsq2 = 1}

and a curve homologous to (r + spq)M + sq2L  is a meridian of the solid torus

Td(K: r, s), where x and b areas in Lemma 2(a). // r = -1  then the conclusion

is the same with s replaced by - s.

This lemma follows from Lemma 2(a) and the remarks which precede

Corollary 1.

Corollary 5.  // K is a (p, q) torus knot in S3 and \r - spq\ = 1

then M3(K: r, s) is an L(sq2, r) lens space.

Proof.   From [1, p. 108], a lens space L(sq2, r) is homeomorphic to a

union of two solid tori  7,   and  72  where  7, n 72 = Bd Tx = Bd 72  and

such that a meridian of Tx   is sewn to a curve C on Bd 72  with C ~ St72Af2 +

rL2  where (M2, L2) is a meridian-longitude pair for  72.

Now the manifold M3(K: r, s) is obtained from S3  by removing the
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interior of a regular neighborhood  7'  of K and sewing in a solid torus  7"

such that a meridian of 7"  is sewn to a curve on  Bd 7'  homologous to re +

sq where (c, g) is a meridian-longitude pair for  T  with £ ~ 0 in S3 - K.

Let  7 be an unknotted solid torus in S3  such that K C Int 7 and K co-

bounds an annulus with a curve Kx   on  Bd 7 such that Kx ~ re + sg on Bd 7?

Let  T2=S3 - Int 7*.  Then the embedding of K in  7 is of the kind consid-

ered in Theorem 2; hence M3(K: r, s) = T(K: r, s) U 72. Since  |r - sp<?| = 1,

7(A: r, s) is a solid torus. Also, by Lemma 2(a), a meridian of T(K: r, s) is a

curve on  Bd 7 homologous to rM ± sq2L  where  (M, ¿)  is a meridian-longitude

pair for  7 such that  (¿, M)  is a meridian-longitude pair for  72.  Therefore, by

the remarks of the preceding paragraph, M3(K: r, s) is the lens space L(sq2, r).

We conclude this section witfutwo remarks concerning some results of J.

Simon [7].

Remark 1.   In Theorem 3 of [7], Simon noted the following:   If K is a

knot in S3  and / isa (1,2) cable about K then irx(M3(J: 1,1)) s

nx(M3(K: 1,4)).

The results of this section may be used to conclude the following:  If T is

a regular neighborhood of K in S3  such that J C Int T and / cobounds an

annulus with a (1,2) curve on  Bd 7, then

M3(J: 1,1) = 1\J(\, 1)) U (S3 - Int 7).

Now in this case, r- spq = -1; hence  T(J: 1,1) is a solid torus by

Corollary 3.  By Lemma 2, a meridian of T(J: 1,1) is a curve on  Bd 7 homol-

ogous to M + 4L where  (M, L) is a meridian-longitude pair for  7 such that

L ~ 0 in 53 - Int 7.  Therefore, we may conclude that the two fundamental

groups mentioned above are isomorphic because the two surgery manifolds

M3(J: 1, 1) and M3(K: 1,4) are homeomorphic.

Remark 2. In Theorem 4 of [7], Simon noted that a simply connected 3-

manifold can be obtained by nontrivial surgery on a link K U J in S3 where K

is a nontrivial knot and / is a cable about K.  The results of this section can be

used to conclude two things in this regard:  (1) Any homotopy 3-sphere obtained

by this kind of surgery can also be obtained by surgery on K, and (2) S3  can

be obtained by nontrivial surgery on such a link.

First, we describe the construction in detail. Let K be a knot in S3 and

suppose / is a (p, q) cable about K. This means there is a solid torus 7* in

S3  with a meridian-longitude pair (M*, L*) such that:

(i) there is a simple closed curve J* in Int 7* which cobounds an annulus

with a curve J\ on  Bd 7*  suchthat J* ~ pM* + qL*, and
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(ii) there is a homeomorphism / of 7* into S3  such that / takes a

core of 7* onto K, f(J*)=J and f(L*)~0 in S3 - Int f(T*).

Let T = f(T*), M=fiM*), L =f(L*) and /, =fiJ*x). Let TK be a regular
neighborhood of K in Int 7 such that  TKC\J= 0.  Let (cK, gK) be a me-

ridian-longitude pair for TK  such that gK ~ f(L) in  T - K.   Let  Tj be a

regular neighborhood of / in Int 7 such that  TjC\TK = 0. Let  (c,, gf)

be a meridian-longitude pair for  Tj such that gj~ Jx   in  7 - (AT U /).

Now suppose  (rx, sx) and  (r2, s2) are pairs of relatively prime integers.

Let M3 =M3(K: rx, sx[I: r2, s2) denote the manifold obtained by  (rx, sx)-

surgery on K and (r2, s2)-surgery on /.  That is M3  is obtained from S3  by

removing  TK  and  Tj and sewing in solid tori  T"K  and  T'¿ where a meridian

of T"K  is sewn to a curve homologous to rxcK + sxgK  and a meridian of Tj

is sewn to a curve homologous to r2Cj + s2gj. We consider the surgery on K

first.  Let  7*j = (T- Int TK) U T"K.   Tx   is a solid torus since it is a union of

a solid torus, namely  T"K, and a«boundary collar.  Also a curve Mx   on  Bd 7"

with Mx ~ TjA/ + SjZ,  is a meridian of Tx   and / is a nicely embedded torus

knot in Tv

Now rx   and sx   are relatively prime; hence there are integers a and ß

such that arx + ßsx = 1.  Let Lx   be a simple closed curve on  Bd Tx = Bd 7

suchthat Lx ~ ßM-aL.  We claim that ¿j  is a longitude of 7t.  First, M~

aflí, + s,£,   and L ~ ßMx - rxLx   so Mj   and ¿j   generate the homology

group //j(Bd 7t).  It remains to show that the algebraic intersection number

#(Mx,Lx) = ±l. But  4KM,Mx) = sx and #{L, Mx) = -rx; hence #(1,,^) =

4KßM-aL, Mx) = 0Sj - a(-rj) = 1.   Hence (Mx, Lx) is a meridian-longitude

pair for the solid torus  Tx.

Now, Jx ~ pM + qL ~ (ap + j3c7)Mj + (pSj - qrx)Lx ; hence / is an

(ap + ßq, psx - qrx) torus knot in  7.  Let p = ap + ßq  and q'=psx-qrx.

Let  72  denote the result of (r2, s2) on the knot /in  7j. That is,  72 =

(^-IntT^U 7)'.

Case 1. If r2 ¥= ±1, then M3 is not a homotopy 3-sphere. If M3 were simply

connected then, by Dehn's lemma, once closed complementary domain of the

torus Bd 7 would be a homotopy solid torus.  But one complementary domain

is S3 - Int 7 and the other is  72,  neither of which is a homotopy solid torus.

Case 2. r2 = ±1. Then  72  is a solid torus and, by Lemma 2(b), a merid-

ian of   72  is a curve M2  on  Bd 7 = Bd T2  such that M2 ~ (r2 + s2p'q')Mx

+ s2(q')2Lx.   Letting  p' = ap + ßq, q  = psx - qrx,    Mx = rxM + sxL

and Lx = ßM-aL we obtain, using the equation arx + ßsx = 1,

M2 ~ (Va + P2«is2 - W1S2W + (TA + PVih - ^i^-
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Therefore, if   r2 = ±1, the surgery manifold   M3   is homeomorphic to

M3(K: rxr2 + p2sxs2 -pqrsxs2, r2sx + pqsxs2 - q2rxs2).

Hence conclusion (1) follows from Case 1 and Case 2.  Also it follows from

Case 2 that M3 m S3  if

r2 = ±1,

rxr2 + p2sxs2 -pqrxs2 = ±1,   and

r2sx +pqsxs2-q2rxs2 =0.

4.  Doubly twisted knots.  Before defining doubly twisted knots and con-

sidering surgery on them, we describe a method of presenting the group of knots

"with twists."  Suppose C is the cube   [0, 1] x [0, 1] x [0,1], A  and B

are parallel rectilinear spanning segments of C and  7 is an unknotted solid

torus in C- (AU B). See Figure 2a.  Suppose  7 has a longitude g which

bounds a disk D in C - Int 7 such that D intersects each of A  and B in

a single interior point.  Let c be a meridian of 7.   Suppose  Int 7 is removed

from C and a solid torus  Tx   is sewn in with a meridian of Tx   sewn to a

simple closed curve homologous to c + ng.  Then there is a homeomorphism of

(C - Int 7) U 7,   onto  C which is the identity on  Bd C and which takes A

and 5 onto arcs A'  and ¿?', as in Figure 2b, where A'  and B'  have  2n

crossings. We construct this homeomorphism as follows:

Figure 2a Figure 2b

Let A  be a homeomorphism of D x [- 1, 1]   into C- Int 7 such that

Ä(D x {0}) = D and h(Bd D x [- 1, 1]) C Bd 7 = Bd 7,.  Let / be a

homeomorphism of A(D x [-1, 1]) onto itself which is the identity on D x

{-1,1}  and which gives one end of h(D x [- 1, 1]) n  full twists in the  + g

direction.  Let / be the identity on  C-(h(D x [- 1, 1]) U Int 7).  Since /
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takes a meridian of 7 onto a curve homologous to c + ng, f may be extended

to take  C onto (C- Int T)U Tx. Then f~l   is the required homeomorphism.

The action of /""'   on the pair (A, B) may be visualized as follows: f~x

cuts the pair in the middle, gives them n full twists in the   - g direction and

pastes them back together.

The twisting homeomorphism /"" *   provides a connection between certain

knot groups and groups obtained by adding a surgery relation to an appropriate

link group.  For example, the group of the  2/i-twist knot, Figure 3a, may be

presented as the group of the link K U J in Figure 3b with the added relation

a(y-lx)-" = 1.

Figure 3a Figure 3b

In the remainder of this section,  T(m, n) will denote the doubly twisted

knot in the solid torus  7 as shown in Figure 4. Here n ¥= 0, but m  is any

integer.  Also, if n is odd then m must be even, since otherwise we would

have two curves.

Figure 4

Theorem 3. For (m, n) ¥= (even, ±1), T(T(m, n): r, s) is a homotopy

solid torus only in the trivial case (r, s) = (±1, 0).
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Note that in case  (m, ri) = (even, ±1) the knot  T(m, n) is a torus knot

as considered in §3.

Proof of Theorem 3. We consider three cases:  (1) (m, n) = (even, even),

(2) (m, ri) = (odd, even), and (3) (m, ri) = (even, odd) with n ¥= ±1.  In each

case we show that the fundamental group of T(T(m, ri): r, s) is not infinite

cyclic.

Figure 5

Case 1. Both m  and n are even.  For a fixed even integer n, the mani-

folds T(m, ri), m even, are equivalently embedded in  7.   Hence we consider

only the case m = 0. To calculate  ttx(T- T(m, ri)) we consider the link in

Figure 5. The group 77,(7- 1\m, ri)) will be calculated as 77,(7-(Ä", UK2 UK3))

with the added relation b(yx~x)~k = 1, where n = 2k.  The added relation

comes from surgery on K3  and gives the knot the  2k crossings.  Hence

77,(7-7(0,«)) has a presentation with generators a, b, w, x and v  and

relations:

(1) a~lwa = b-1yb,   (2) xax~x =waw_1,    (3) y-xby=x~xbx,

(4)y = a~xxa, (5) w = b~xxb,   and   (6) b = (yx~x)k.

Now (3) is a consequence of (6). We add a generator z and the relation z =

yx~x   and then we eliminate y.  Then, using (6), we eliminate b.  We obtain a

presentation with generators a, w, x and z  and relations:

(1') a~lwa = zl-kxzk,     (2') xax'1 =waw~l,

(4') zx = a~lxa, (5') w = z~kxzk.

Now (5'), (4') and (2') imply (1'); hence  77,(7- 7(0, ri)) has the presentation

(7) {a, w, x, z: z = a~lxax~l = a~xwaw~x, w = z~kxzk}.

Now a meridian of K3 = 7(0, ri) is c = w and a longitude is g = ab~xa~xb =

az~ka~xzk.  Note that g ~ 0  in   7- 7f0, n).  Then the surgery manifold
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7(7(0, ri): r, s) has fundamental group  G(7(0, ri): r, s) which is obtained from

(7) by adding the relation cV = 1   or wr(az~ka~xzk)s = 1.  If this presenta-

tion of G(T(m, ri): r, s) is abelianized, we obtain the group   {a, w. aw = wa,

v/ = 1} which is not infinite cyclic unless r — ±1. Hence we assume r = -1.

(The case r = 1  is essentially the same.) Hence we have the group

(8) {a, w, x,z:z = a~xxax~x = a~xwaw~l, w = z~kxzk, w = (az~ka~xzkY).

We eliminate w using the third relation and obtain relations

(9) z=a~xxax-x,

(10) z =a_1z"*jczfcaz-fcjc_1zfc,   and

(11) z-kxzk = (az-ka-xzkY   or   x = (zkaz-ka-xY.

Using (11), we eliminate x and obtain:

(9')       z = a-x(zkaz-ka-xYa(zkaz-ka-x)-s = (a~ xzkaz-kY(zkaz-ka-x)-s,

and

z = (z- ka-xzkaY(az- ka~ xzk)~s   or

(10') z = zk(z-ka-xzkaYz-kzk(az-ka-xzk)-sz-k    or

z = (a-xzkaz-k)s(zkaz-ka-x)-s.

These calculations show (9') and (10') are the same; hence  G(T(0, ri): -1, s)

has the presentation

{a, z:z = (a-xzkaz-kY(zkaz-ka-x)-s).

We obtain a quotient group by adding the relation a2 = 1. The quotient group

is   {a, z: a2 = 1, z = (azkaz~k)2s). The second relation is z2ks+x = (azkd)2s =

az2ksa or az2ks+x = z2ksa.   Hence the quotient group is

(12) {a,z:a2 = l,az2ks+x =z2ksa}.

Now the relations in (12) imply z2ks+xaz = az2ks+x, or z2ks+xaz = z2ksa,

or zaz = a, or (az)2 = 1. The relations in (12) and this last relation imply
= ,-i which implies az2ksa = z  2ks. Using the relations in (12), weaza = z

change this to az2ksa = az~2ks~xa or z*ks+x = 1.  Hence the relations in

(12) imply a2 = (az)2 = z4ks+x = 1. Now these last relations imply aza = z~x

which implies az2ksa = z-2ks, or az2ksa = z2ks+x, or az2ks = z2ks+xa.

Hence, the group (12) is the same as   {a, z: a2 = (az)2 - z4ks+x = 1}.  But

this is a presentation of the dihedral group '&4ks+1 •  ^ee I^> P- 6] •  Since

\4ks + 11^1, G(7(0, ri): -1, s) is nonabelian because it has the nonabelian

quotient D4fci+1.
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Case 2. m is odd and n is even. Say n = 2k.   As in Case 1, for fixed

n, the knots  T(m, ri), m  odd, are equivalently embedded in  7.   Hence we con-

sider only the case m = 1. We find a presentation for  77,(7- 7(1, ri)) by con-

sidering the link in Figure 6 and adding a relation corresponding to surgery on

K3. Hence we have a presentation with generators a, b, w, x and y  and

relations:

(13) a~xwa = b-xyb,   (14) xax~x =waw~x,   (15) y~xby = wbw~x,

(16) x = aya~x, (17) w~xxw = b~xwb, (18) b(yw)~k = 1.

Now (15) is a consequence of (18). We add a generator z  and the relation z =

yw and then eliminate y.   Next we eliminate  b using (18) and then x using

(16). We are left with generators a, w,  and z  and the following relations:

(13') a-xwa = zx-kw-lzk,

(14) azw~xawz~xa~x = waw~x,   and

(17') w~xazw~xa~xw = z~kwzk.

Now (17') is a consequence of (13') and (14'); hence  77,(7- 7(1, ri)) has the

presentation

(19)       {a, w, z: a-1wa = zx~kw~xzk, waw~x = azw~xawz~xa~x}.

Now a meridian of 7(1, n) is c = w and a natural longitude, from Figure 6,

is g, = ab~xa~xwb~x = az~ka~xwz~k. Hence a longitude which is null-homol-

ogous in  T-T(l,ri) is g = w4k~xaz~ka~xwz'k. Therefore, G(7(l, ri): r, s)

Figure 6

is found by adding to (19) the relation cV = 1   or v/+4írí~s(az_fca-,wz"T

= 1. Now if G(7(l, ri): r, s) is abelianized, we obtain the group   [a, w: aw =

wa, v/ = 1}; hence we may assume   \r\ = 1.  Since the two cases are essentially

the same, we assume r = 1. Then G(7(l, ri): 1, s) has the presentation
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{a, w, z: a~xwa = zx~kw~xzk, waw~x = azw~xawz~xa~x,

w4*»-f+l = (aZ-ka-xwz-k)s}.

We obtain a quotient group by adding the relations zk = 1  and a2 = 1.  Then

we use the first relation in (20) to eliminate z.   This yields the group

(21) {a, w: a2 = (aw)2k = wAks+ x = 1}.

This group has the dihedral group T)aks+,   as a quotient; hence, as in Case 1,

G(7(l, ri): r, s) is nonabelian.

T

Figure 7

Case 3. m is even, n  is odd and n#±l.  As in the first two cases, we

consider only the case m = 0 and we find a presentation for 77, (7 - 7(0, ri))

by considering the link in Figure 7 and adding a surgery relation.  Since a reflec-

tion of 7 takes  7(0, -ri) onto  7(0, ri), we assume n > 0.  Hence we have a

presentation with generators a, b, u, x, y  and z  and relations

(22) «a«-1 =y~xay,   (23) jr = a_1ua,   (24) y^ma'*,

(25) b~xxb = z~xyz,   (26) z = b~xub,   (21) x~xbx = u~xbu,   and

(28) ¿O"1)-* = 1

where n = 2k -\- \  (hence fc > 0). Now (27) is a consequence of (28).  We

add a new generator t with  t = jck-1   and then eliminate x.  Then, using (28),

we eliminate  b, and using (24), we ehminate y.  We are left with the following

relations:

(22) uau~x - az~xaza~x.

(23') t = a-xuau-x,

(25') r1-*«/* =z~xaza~xz,   and

(26') z = r*KÍ*.

Now (25') is a consequence of (22'), (23') and (26').  Also, we may eliminate
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z using (26). We are left with generators a, u,  and  t and relations

(22") uau~xat~ku~xtkat~kutka~x,   and

(23") t = a-xuau-x.

Now, from Figure 7, a meridian of 7(0, ri) is c = u and a longitude is g =

uabz~xab~x = uau~xtkat~k. Note that g~a2, and a is a longitude of the

solid torus  7.  Hence, G(7(0, ri): r, s) has the presentation

{a, f, m: uau-1 = at~ku~xtkarkutka~x, t = a~xuau~x,

(29) „     ,
ur+s(au-xtkarkY = 1}.

We now obtain some quotient groups.  Adding the relation  tk = 1   and

eliminating t we have

(30) {""'• uau~x = au~xaua~x, (a~xuau~x)k = 1, ur+s(au~xa)s = 1}.

Now the first relation is a~xua~lu = ua~xua~x   which is the same as

(ua~x)2u = u(ua~x)2.  Using this, the third relation is ur+s = (a~xua~x)s or

ur+s = [u-x(ua-x)2]s  or ur+2s = (ua~x)2s. Therefore, adding the relation

(ua~x)2 = 1   to (30), we obtain the quotient group

G, « {a, u: (ua-1)2 = (a^uau"1)* = ur+2í = 1}.

In terms of u  and d with d = au~x,

G, = {d, u:d2 =ur+2s = (u-xd-xud)k » 1}.

Next we obtain another quotient group of G(7(0, n): r, s)  by adding the relation

tk+\ _ j   t0 C29).  After eliminating  f, we have the group

{a, u: (a_1£<au_I)*+, = l,a~]u~^auaua~xu~x = 1,
(31)

i/+>-|ai/au-,]í= O-

The second relation is  uaua = auau  which is the same as  (ua)2u = u(ua)2.

Using this last relation, we may change the third relation to ur~2s(ua)2s = 1.

Finally we add the relation   (ua)2 = 1   to (31 ) and obtain the group

C2 = fa, u: tf2s = (ua)2 = (a-xuau-x)k+x = 1}.

In terms of u  and  d  with  d = ua,

G2 m {d, u: d2 = ur'2s = (d-xudu-x)k+x = 1}.

Now the groups G,   and  G2  are both instances of the group

(32) {S,T:S' = T2 = (S-xT-xSTf = l}.

From [3], this group is dihedral if  |/| = 2  and   lp| > 1,  is the direct product
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of A4  and a cyclic group if |/| = 3  and  |p| = 2  and is infinite in all other

cases with  |/| > 1  and  |p| > 1. Hence (32) is nonabelian unless  |/| = 1  or

|pF= 1. Therefore, since k is positive, G,  is nonabelian unless k = 1  or

\r + 2s| = 1  and G2  is nonabelian unless  \r- 2s\ = 1. Hence, the groups G,

and G2  may be used to show G(7(0, ri): r, s) is nonabelian except for the case

k= 1  and  \r-2s\ = 1.

Now for the case k = 1, from (29), G(T(0, ri): r, s) is presented by

(33) {a, t, u: t2 = u-xtat-xuta~x, t = a-xucaTx, urArS(carxtarxY = !}•

Now the first relation is u~xtat~x = t2at~xu~x. Substituting this into the

third relation we obtain ur(at2at~x)s = 1.  (Recall that u  and at2at~x  com-

mute since u is a meridian and at2at~x   is derived from a longitude.) Now, by

adding the relations t3 = (at~x)2 = 1, we obtain the quotient group

(34) {a, t, u: r_1 = u~xM~luM"%, t = a-1uaa_1, ur = t3 = (ai-1)2 = 1}.

Now the first relation is t~xat~xu~x = u~xtat~x. Substituting ta~x  for at~x

twice (ta~x = at~x   is a consequence of (at~x)2 = 1), the first relation in (33)

becomes  i-1 = ua~xu~xa, which is the same as the second relation in (33).

Therefore, the first relation in (33) is a consequence of the others. Then, after

eliminating r, the group (33) becomes

(35) {a. u: ur = (a"1«^"1)3 = (awTxu-xa)2 = 1}.

If we add to this the relation a2 = 1, which implies the third relation in (35),

we have the group

G3 = {a, u: ur = (a-^au-1)3 = a2 = 1}.

Now G3 is nonabelian unless r = ±1. Hence, the groups G2  and G3 may be

used to show G(7(0, 1): r, s) is nonabelian unless  \r\ = 1  and  |r-2s| = l.

Solving simultaneously, we find we are left with just one case, r = s = 1. Now

from (33) and the remarks just after (33), G(7(0, 1): 1, 1) has the presentation

(36) {a, t, u: t2 = u~xtat~xuta~x, t = a~xuau~l, u = ta~lt~2a~x}.

Eliminating «, we find that the remaining two relations are the same; hence (35)

is equivalent to

{a, t: t2a-xr2a-xt2 = a-xta~x}.

In terms of r and d, with d = a~xt, this is

[d, t:t2dr3dt2=d2}.

Adding the relations t3 = d4 = (dt)4 = 1  we obtain the quotient
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id, t: d4 = t3 = (dtf = (d2t)2 ■ 1}.

Now from § 1.3 of [4], this is a presentation of the polyhedral group (4, 4|3, 2)

which is known to be nonabelian. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.

Corollary. // £ is a knot in S3  which has a doubly twisted knot

T(m, ri) as a companion, with (m, ri) # (even, ±1),  then K has property P.

Proof.   Let  T(m, ri) be the doubly twisted knot in the solid torus  7 as

shown in Figure 4.   K has  T(m, n) as a companion means there is an embed-

ding h of 7 into S3  such that h(T) is knotted and h(T(m, n)) = K.   If A"

does not have property P then, for some pair (r, s) of relatively prime integers,

M3(K: r, s) is simply connected. Hence, by Dehn's lemma, one closed comple-

mentary domain of A(Bd 7) is a homotopy solid torus.  But one closed com-

plementary domain is Cl(53 - h(T)) which is a cube with a knotted hole and

the other is  T(T(m, ri): r, s), neither of which is a homotopy solid torus.  Hence

K has property P.

The class of knots considered in the corollary includes all doubled knots,

which were shown, except for zero twists, to have property P by Bing and Martin

[2].
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